Fear of novelty in infant rats predicts adult corticosterone dynamics and an early death
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Individuals who are fearful of novelty have a larger hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis response than do nonfearful individuals. We hypothesized that a fearful behavioral style emerging early in life would be associated with life-long altered adrenal activity. Because there is ample physiological evidence both costs and benefits of adrenal activation, we determined whether such a stable emotional–neuroendocrine trait was associated with differential morbidity and mortality. To conduct such lifespan work, we studied a relatively short-lived mammal: the Norway rat. We first established that an animal’s hesitation or willingness to explore a novel environment (“neophobia” and “neophilia,” respectively) is an identifiable and stable behavioral trait in young-adult males and that neophobia, compared with neophilia, was associated with a greater glucocorticoid response to novelty. Second, we were able to detect behavioral differences among infant rats within a family, and this behavioral disposition at infancy predicted the magnitude of the glucocorticoid response in late middle age. Males identified as neophobic during infancy died sooner than their less fearful brothers. Although both types of males died with similar pathologies (tumors), neophobic males were 60% more likely to die at any point in time. This lifespan study identifies an emotional trait in infancy that predicts an early death and an associated neuroendocrine trait in adulthood that is a potential mechanism underlying the relationship between behavioral style and longevity.

Some individuals respond to novelty with fear (i.e., “neophobia”), whereas others do not. Individuals that show behavioral signs of fear also experience increased activation of certain physiological systems, such as amygdala activation, sympathetic activation of the autonomic nervous system, and activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis (1–4). In humans, the neophobic behavioral/neuroendocrine response pattern (i) emerges as early as 14 mo of age (5), (ii) is stable during childhood (6, 7), and (iii) is associated with childhood adrenal activation (8–10), which can be both beneficial to and costly for health (11). We have tested the hypothesis that an individual’s early propensity to respond fearfully to novelty can have cumulative effects on health and physiology over the lifespan, thereby affecting rate of aging and longevity.

In a variety of mammalian species, minimal exploration in the face of novelty is typically interpreted to indicate fear (12, 13). In humans, traits similar to neophobia include behavioral inhibition, shyness, negative affect, extraversion/surgency, and fearfulness (14–16). Because both fearful animals and fearful children show greater activation of brain areas and physiological systems associated with the classic fight/flight response (1–4), we refer to a hesitant or stilted behavioral response to novelty as neophobia across species and use “neophilia” to refer to an interactive behavioral response to the same stimulus.

Previous research on neophobia has typically measured adrenal glucocorticoid levels at a single point after a novel experience (cf. 17). However, research on neuroendocrine regulation of the adrenal axis, sleep deprivation, and aging demonstrate that there are at least three important components of adrenal axis regulation: maintenance of baseline levels, magnitude or rate of response to a stressor, and recovery rate or levels after a stressor (18–20). To determine which component(s) is associated with fearful behavior, we presented animals with a novel situation, similar to those encountered everyday, and measured glucocorticoid responses at several time points.

Because chronic stress can have negative health consequences, such as inhibition of the cell-mediated immune function (11), artherosclerosis (21, 22), glucocorticoid resistance (21, 23), ovarian dysfunction (21), and hippocampal cell loss (24), individuals with sustained corticosterone responses (elevated basal levels or slower recovery rates) could suffer from allostatic load (25, 26). Alternatively, because short-term elevations in glucocorticoid levels can have health benefits, such as enhanced inflammatory response (11), individuals with more frequent acute responses to novelty might be at reduced risk for some diseases. Thus, neophobic and neophilic individuals could experience differential aging morbidity or mortality rates.

Study 1: Stability of Neophobia/Neophilia and Adrenal Activity in Young Adults

We hypothesized that if neophobia/neophilia is a stable trait in rats, then individual responses to novelty will be maintained in adulthood. We tested animals twice during early and middle adulthood (at 15% and 25% of maximum lifespan). In addition, we hypothesized that our behavioral measurement of neophobia would be associated with a greater adrenal response to novelty. We quantified the following aspects of the dynamic glucocorticoid response: basal, peak, and recovery levels, and the rate at which glucocorticoids increase and are removed from circulation. Because each component of the dynamic response includes a different neuroendocrine mechanism, each could differentially affect other physiological systems (e.g., chronically elevated basal glucocorticoid levels may be damaging, whereas a brief pulse may be advantageous).

Current literature suggests the following four hypotheses about differences between neophobic and neophilic glucocorticoid responses. Neophobic individuals may have (i) elevated basal glucocorticoid levels (7, 9, 27), (ii) a faster or higher rise in glucocorticoids (7), (iii) slower recovery of glucocorticoid levels due to inhibited negative feedback (19), and/or (iv) a smaller glucocorticoid response due to decreased voluntary activity (17, 28).

Experimental Protocol. Males were housed individually and tested at 4 mo of age in the “exploration arena” (described below) and retested in a similar arena at 8 mo (n = 28). Dynamics of their adrenal response to the novel arena were quantified with serial blood samples that were collected after the second test (n = 24).
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Subjects. Males were purchased from Charles River Breeding Laboratories at 2 mo of age and housed singly in metal hanging cages in a colony room with other males. Food and water were available ad libitum, and the lighting schedule was 14 h of light/10 h of dark (white lights at 2000 hours and dim red lights at 1000 hours). Rats were handled gently three times a week, and their cages were changed every other week.

Test of neophobia/neophilia: The exploration arena. We developed an arena to measure an animal’s willingness to explore a complex novel environment. The design is similar to that used by Einon and Morgan (13) to measure exploration and is intended to mimic the novel-room situation used with young children (15, 29), unlike the classic “open field” arenas used to test “emotionality” (30), we designed the exploration arena to minimize anxiety-provoking aspects for the thigmotactic rat (i.e., open spaces). By minimizing fear-producing aspects that were threatening to all individuals, we sought to maximize the full range of individual responses to novelty. Animals were introduced to a home base in the environment: a ceramic bowl, providing surrounding body contact, which was located next to the high walls of the corner of the exploration area. To provide the familiar conspecific odors that are important for this species, the floor of the exploration arena was covered with clean wood chips, which were sprinkled with a small amount of bedding that was urine-soaked by all colony animals. Of the 28 males tested, only 3 defecated in the exploration arena, indicating that it did not induce high levels of fear in the majority of males.

The arena to measure an animal’s willingness to explore a complex novel environment. The design is similar to that used by Einon and Morgan (13) to measure exploration and is intended to mimic the novel-room situation used with young children (15, 29), unlike the classic “open field” arenas used to test “emotionality” (30), we designed the exploration arena to minimize anxiety-provoking aspects for the thigmotactic rat (i.e., open spaces). By minimizing fear-producing aspects that were threatening to all individuals, we sought to maximize the full range of individual responses to novelty. Animals were introduced to a home base in the environment: a ceramic bowl, providing surrounding body contact, which was located next to the high walls of the corner of the exploration arena. To provide the familiar conspecific odors that are important for this species, the floor of the exploration arena was covered with clean wood chips, which were sprinkled with a small amount of bedding that was urine-soaked by all colony animals. Of the 28 males tested, only 3 defecated in the exploration arena, indicating that it did not induce high levels of fear in the majority of males.

The 122- × 122-cm exploration arena had 46-cm walls, a Plexiglas cover, and four rat-sized objects (a bowl, an empty food hopper, a tunnel, and a brick) placed 13 cm from each corner. To ensure the novelty of the experience, objects were replaced at each trial with new ones (a food hopper, a tube, and a rock) for repeat testing. The arena was illuminated indirectly by a 90-W red light bulb. The Plexiglas cover had a 3 × 3 grid that was superimposed to divide the arena into nine equal squares for behavioral coding.

Trials were conducted 5–8 h into the dark phase, a period of behavioral activity for these nocturnal animals. For each trial, males were transported individually from their cages and placed in the home base, which was cleaned with a dilute disinfectant solution and dried before each trial. Males remained in the arena for 5 min, and their behavior was videotaped to measure “locomotion” and “inspection.” Locomotion in the arena was quantified by the number of lines crossed on the 3 × 3 cover grid. Inspection, or willingness to engage novel stimuli, was recorded as the frequency of interactions with an object (touching with nose, touching with paws, climbing on, or climbing into). Corticosterone response to exploration arena. After the second trial in the arena (at 8 mo of age), males were transported to a separate room and blood was sampled by tail nick. Samples were collected 10, 25, 40, and 100 min after the males were first introduced to the arena. Given the 30-min time delay from increased corticosterone to peak corticosterone release (31), the 40-min sample was designed to capture maximal corticosterone release after testing. The tail scab was disturbed gently for repeat sampling, and males were placed in a clean cage between each sample. To collect a basal corticosterone measurement (comparable with levels before testing), a blood sample was collected from males at the same time of day several weeks after testing. This procedure was used to avoid nicking rats’ tails before testing, which would obscure behavioral and corticosterone responses to novelty.

Blood samples were collected into microcentrifuge tubes and kept on ice until they were centrifuged 45 min later and serum was collected. Serum samples were diluted (1:200 with diluent from the assay kit) and frozen at −80°C until assay. Corticosterone was measured by using a commercial rat and mouse corticosterone RIA kit (ICN). All diluted samples were run in duplicate on the same assay. Intraassay variability for low and high controls was 12.6% and 6.8%, respectively.

Analyses. Correlational analyses were used to test the stability of neophobia and neophilia during middle adulthood. The corticosterone responses of neophobic and neophilic males were compared with t tests on all components of the response: levels at baseline (0 min), peak (40 min), and recovery (100 min), as well as on the rates of response and recovery. Response and recovery slopes were quantified by calculating regression slopes for each male over the response phase (0, 25, and 40 min) and the recovery phase (40 and 100 min), respectively.

Results. Behavioral styles. Males moved either readily or very little in the exploration arena (Fig. 1). Given this bimodal distribution, males were identified as either neophobic or neophilic; males that crossed <25 lines were considered neophobic, and males that crossed >25 lines were considered neophilic. Moving in the environment (locomotion) was highly correlated with stopping to investigate objects (inspection) (r = 0.83, P < 0.0001; ref. 26). Notably, animals with low levels of locomotion also occasionally exhibited the species-typical fear posture of a hunched back and piloerection.

Behavioral stability. Males that displayed fearful behavior in the test arena (low locomotion and inspection) at 4 mo of age exhibited the same behavioral style at 8 mo (correlation across repeat trials: locomotion, r = 0.60, df = 26, P < 0.001; inspection, r = 0.66, df = 26, P < 0.0001).

Corticosterone response to the exploration arena. Although neophobic and neophilic males had similar corticosterone levels at baseline (t = 0.37, df = 22, ns), neophobic males (n = 12) had a higher and more rapid corticosterone release (peak, t = 2.67, df = 22, P < 0.05; slope, 9.5 vs. 7.4 ng/ml per min, t = 3.93, df = 22, P < 0.001). Recovery slopes were similar for the two kinds of males (−2.4 vs. −2.9 ng/ml per min; t = 0.99, df = 22, ns); however, given the greater initial corticosterone rise in the neophobic males, their circulating levels at 100 min were still ~35% greater than those for the neophilic males (t = 2.96, df = 22, P < 0.01).

Discussion. Individuals reliably adopted one of two distinct behavioral-response styles in the face of novelty: a neophobic style, characterized by cautious movements, or a neophilic style, characterized by ample locomotion and inspection. The correlation coefficient between early and middle adulthood behavior (10% of maximum lifespan) was as high as that obtained in...
children tested and retested for behavioral inhibition only 1 mo apart (15). In rats, the neophobic males had a more rapid and higher adrenal response to novelty compared with the neophilic males, again, similar to results with fearful children (8–10). Both types of males had similar baselines and rates of recovery associated with the new experience. The heightened glucocorticoid response for neophobic males, combined with no faster removal of glucocorticoids from circulation, may have prolonged the elevation of these steroids in circulation.

Rats are exposed routinely to comparable low-grade novel experiences even within a controlled laboratory environment (32). They are given new bedding and water (familiar conspecific odors replaced with novel ones), they are removed from their cages and exposed to novel stimuli, and they experience researchers entering the colony room at unpredictable times. Although all rats within a colony are exposed to these events, more fearful individuals may mount a greater glucocorticoid response to them than less fearful individuals, and over a lifespan this differential glucocorticoid exposure may have long-term consequences for aging.

Study 2: Lifespan Study of Neophobia and Neophilia
We conducted a second study to determine whether the neophobic and neophilic behavioral styles could be identified in infancy, as they can in children (8). We hypothesized that if this trait is stable during adulthood, a brief 10 min of behavioral testing before weaning (2% of maximum lifespan) would predict behavioral style at middle age (30% of maximum lifespan) and adrenal response dynamics at the end of middle age (45% of maximum lifespan). We hypothesized that, if this stable trait has a cumulative effect on health over the lifespan, differential morbidity or mortality would occur for neophobic and neophilic rats.

Based on prior work, we know that there are litter-specific effects on exploration-arena performance, corticosterone response dynamics, and lifespan. To control for these family-specific effects, and because males affiliate with kin, we categorized brothers as neophobic and neophilic within the range of their litter. Groups of brothers, including one neophobic and one neophilic male, were constituted. This method of creating stable yet diverse social groups ensured life-long interactions among individuals with different emotional-neuroendocrine profiles. Finally, Sprague–Dawley rats are vulnerable to spontaneous tumors in adulthood (33). Given the time span over which tumors develop, tumor susceptibility makes these rats ideal subjects for studying how stable behavioral-response styles affect tumor growth, morbidity, and mortality (34, 35).

Experimental Protocol. We tested males for neophobia and neophilia in infancy, just before weaning (20 and 24 d of age). We selected 14 preweaning brother trios on the basis of their performance in the exploration arena (see Selection criteria at infancy). Their response to novelty was retested in middle age (11 mo), and the dynamics of their glucocorticoid response to a mild novelty stressor was measured at late middle age (15 mo). Males then lived out their natural lifespan, monitored closely in old age for external signs of disease, and necropsies was performed at the end of life. On a quarterly basis, a sentinel male from the colony room was killed, and serological analyses were used to verify the absence of 14 major rat pathogens in the colony.

Selection criteria at infancy. Brothers were selected from each of 14 litters on the basis of their mean locomotion at 20 and 24 d. The range of locomotion scores varied both within and among litters (e.g., within litter ranges for two extreme litters, 0.0–39.5 vs. 27.5–85.0). Given this variance, males were selected on the basis of their performance relative to their litter mean; the male with the highest locomotion was selected as the neophilic male, the male with the median score was the neophobic, and a third unresponsive male was selected as a third cagemate for the two study subjects. In each litter, one or more males were unresponsive during testing. This lack of response was a poor indicator of behavior later in life and was most likely a result of a slower growth trajectory, reflected by smaller body weight at infant testing; unresponsive vs. neophobic, 33.8 ± 1.3 g vs. 35.8 ± 1.1 g (unpaired t = 2.16, df = 13, P < 0.05) and unresponsive vs. neophilic, 33.8 ± 1.3 g vs. 36.1 ± 1.1 g (paired t = 3.09, df = 13, P < 0.01). Given this difference in body weight, unresponsive males were not considered neophobic, but, rather, developmentally delayed, and were not subjects in this study other than to provide a third cagemate for the neophobic/neophilic brother pairs.

Housing. Each pair of brothers lived in the same housing condition for their entire lives. From birth to 22 d of age, males lived with their mother and littermates, and from 22 to 27 d they lived in same-sex littermate groups. As part of a larger longitudinal study on early social experiences, five of the pairs were temporarily housed individually during 28–46 d, whereas nine pairs remained together with their third brother. This early social manipulation was the same for each of the two brothers in a pair and had no detectable impact on their behavior (control vs. isolation locomotion at 60 d: 51 ± 6 vs. 59 ± 5, t = 0.99, df = 26, ns), body weight at 43 d (221 ± 5.3 g vs. 222 ± 3.7 g, t = 0.18, df = 26, ns), corticosterone recovery levels at 15 mo (202 ± 34 ng/ml vs. 236 ± 51 ng/ml, t = 0.57, df = 25, ns), and/or lifespan [median lifespan: 654 vs. 675 d (Mantel–Cox log-rank test, χ² = 0.009, df = 1, ns)]. Because brother pairs were balanced across housing conditions, and because the conditions did not affect
behavior, etc., we combined data from the two housing conditions to compare neophobic with neophilic brothers. Husbandry protocols were the same as in Study 1, except that males were housed in solid-bottom plastic cages that were changed twice a week. Finally, all males lived in a colony room, into which researchers and husbandry staff entered frequently, producing daily novel experiences (e.g., collection of rats for protocols, performance of health checks in the room, visits from a veterinarian, etc.).

Repeated exploration-arena testing. Behavioral testing at infancy (20 and 24 d) and adulthood (11 mo) was the same as in Study 1, except that in infancy the test arena was smaller (92 × 92 cm, with walls of 23 cm) to accommodate the smaller animals.

Corticosterone response to restraint stressor at late middle age. The corticosterone response to a commonly used psychological stressor (brief restraint in a tube) was measured at 15 mo. This novel stressor may be thought of as the equivalent of a collapsed tunnel for these burrow-dwelling animals. Tube diameters were adjusted for individual male body weights, such that no males were constricted in the tubes. Males were removed from their home cage in a predetermined randomized order, carried to an adjacent room where blood sampling was conducted, placed into a restraint tube, and bled within 4 min of removal from the home cage. After the first sample, the rats remained in the tube for 30 min, at which point a second sample was collected and the rats were removed from the tube and placed in a clean cage. Third, fourth, and fifth samples were collected at 60, 90, and 150 min, respectively, from the initial sample. The 60-min sample, collected 30 min from the end of physical restraint, was timed to capture the near-maximal corticosterone response to this challenge. Males were processed on sequential evenings at the end of the rats’ active period (2000–2300 hours). Sampling day and time were balanced across neophobic and neophilic brothers.

Blood samples were collected into Microtainer EDTA tubes (Becton Dickinson). Plasma was collected, diluted, and stored as in Study 1. Samples from brother pairs were included on the same assay. Interassay and intraassay variability for a low and high control were 9.3%, 10.5%, and 8.5%, and 7.7%, respectively.

Lifespan. Most males were allowed to live their natural lifespans. Necropsies were performed to identify gross morphological abnormalities (e.g., tumors and enlarged or abnormally small organs) indicating disease processes at the time of death. We looked for signs of infectious disease, cardiac failure, urinary tract blockage, chronic nephrosis, periarteritis, and radiculoneuropathy (36). Because cause of death in aging rats involves a complex interaction of multiple pathologies (36), determining specific cause of death was beyond the scope of this study.

To preclude suffering, 10 of the 28 males were killed within ~1 week of the end of life, according to the following criteria. In a previous analysis of 41 aging males that died of natural causes, we identified a subset of symptoms that increased 3-fold 1 week of the end of life, according to the following criteria. In a previous analysis of 41 aging males that died of natural causes, we identified a subset of symptoms that increased 3-fold 1 week of the end of life, according to the following criteria. In a previous analysis of 41 aging males that died of natural causes, we identified a subset of symptoms that increased 3-fold 1 week of the end of life, according to the following criteria. In a previous analysis of 41 aging males that died of natural causes, we identified a subset of symptoms that increased 3-fold 1 week of the end of life, according to the following criteria.

Analyses. Because the behavioral variables were not normally distributed, nonparametric sign tests were used to determine whether neophobic brothers, identified during infancy, showed less locomotion and inspection than their neophilic brothers during adulthood (11 mo). To compare neophobic and neophilic brothers’ corticosterone values (baseline, peak and recovery values, and response and recovery-phase slopes), paired t tests were used. Response and recovery slopes were quantified for each male by calculating the slopes as in Study 1. Response slopes were calculated by using values from 0 through 60 min and recovery slopes by using values from 60 through 150 min. One male died before the second behavioral test and blood collection, so analyses of these data are limited to 13 brother pairs. Lifespan was compared between neophobic and neophilic males by using a log survival analysis; the Mantel–Cox $\chi^2$ test was used because this statistic assumes no difference in rates of death over time. Because of the prevalence of tumors in this rat strain and the difficulty in identifying a major cause of death for aged rats, we focused our analyses on tumor burden.

Results. Behavior. Behavioral response to novelty in infancy predicted behavioral responses in middle age. Neophobic infant males crossed 60% fewer lines in the exploration arena compared with the neophilic males, and these neophobic males continued to move and explore less than their neophilic brothers as adults, as determined by sign test for locomotion ($z = 1.66, df = 13, P < 0.05$) and inspection ($z = 1.66, df = 13, P < 0.05$). At middle age, only 3 of the 13 neophobic brothers were more active and exploratory during testing than their neophilic brothers.

Corticosterone response to restraint stressor. Neophobic and neophilic males did not differ in their baseline corticosterone levels at the circadian nadir (i.e., the end of the active period, paired $t = 0.03, df = 12, ns$). However, neophobic males mounted a greater corticosterone response to physical restraint than neophilics (Fig. 2b); peak levels in neophobic males were ~20% higher (paired $t = 3.074, df = 12, P < 0.01$) with steeper response-phase slopes (6.6 vs. 5.2 ng/ml per min, paired $t = 2.60, df = 12, P < 0.05$). As with the males in the previous study, recovery-phase slopes were no different between neophobic and neophilic males (~2.5 vs. ~2.5 ng/ml per min, paired $t = 0.02, df = 12, ns$), but given the greater corticosterone rise in neophobic males, their corticosterone levels at 150 min were still much higher than corticosterone levels in neophilic males (paired $t = 2.97, df = 12, P < 0.05$). During the latter half of the response phase (60, 90, and 150 min), neophobic males had circulating corticosterone levels ~30% greater than neophilic males, and their parallel recovery rates suggest that neophobic males may have returned to baseline levels later than neophilic males.

Lifespan. Neophobic males died earlier than neophilic males (Fig. 3), as determined by Mantel–Cox log-rank test ($\chi^2 = 5.20, df = 1, P < 0.05$). At any time point over the lifespan, the neophobic males were ~60% more likely to die than the neophilic males (hazard ratio = 2.62). Median lifespan for the neophobic males was 599 d compared with 701 d for the neophilic males. All of
the neophobic males were dead by 840 d of age, whereas the maximum lifespan for the neophilic males was 1,026 d, a difference of 6 mo. This finding represents \( \approx 20\% \) reduction in maximum lifespan for the neophobic males. (Results were similar if males killed at the end of life were included as censored data points in the survival analysis.)

Although neophobic males died earlier than neophilic ones, end-of-life pathology was the same: tumors or urinary tract blockage (79% and 7%, respectively, in neophobic males vs. 79% and 14%, respectively, in neophilic males). The three remaining males (two neophobic and one neophilic) had no signs of any of the five most common nonneoplastic lesions at death for rats (36). Moreover, no rats had clinical signs of other diseases, such as infectious disease (e.g., pneumonia) or cardiac failure. All major organs were within normal limits for aged rats, except for splenic enlargement in animals with an ulcerated or necrotic tumor. No infectious pathogens were detected in sentinel animals.

Pituitary tumors were most common, typically accompanied by cachexia and neurological signs, such as weakness in forelimbs and poor balance. Fourteen of the 22 males with tumors had an enlarged pituitary gland (ranging from 0.076 to 0.550 g, relative to a normal weight of 0.025 g). The same number of neophobic and neophilic males had an enlarged pituitary at death. The weight of the pituitary gland (including tumor) was slightly but not significantly larger in the seven neophilic males than in the seven neophobic males (0.366 ± 0.048 g vs. 0.276 ± 0.049 g, \( t = 1.36, df = 12, P = 0.198 \)). Males with a pituitary tumor were the first to die in the study, as determined by Mantel–Cox log-rank test \( (r = 8.15, P < 0.01) \), and the symptoms of this disease indicate that these tumors led to a rapid decline in health, precluding the growth of other tumors that develop later in life. Males that did not develop a pituitary tumor developed tumors in various other organs, such as lungs, intestines, skin, and bone. Of the remaining eight males with tumors, there were equal numbers of neophobic and neophilic males. However, the nonpituitary tumors were, on average, 25 times larger in neophilic males (mean \( \pm \) SD: 45.7 ± 20.0 g vs. 4.9 ± 3.3 g, \( t = 5.57, df = 6, P < 0.01 \), using log tumor weights).

**Discussion.** Preweanling male rats could be distinguished within litters according to their willingness to explore a novel environment. This early-identified behavioral trait predicted their middle-age behavioral and glucocorticoid responses to novelty. Males identified as neophobic in infancy had a greater rise in circulating corticosterone levels at late middle age after novelty, and their levels remained higher than the neophilic males for at least 90 min during recovery. The differential behavioral and glucocorticoid-response profiles were found much later in the lifespan than they were in Study 1, indicating that the behavioral-response profile that emerges early in life is likely accompanied by life-long differences in behavioral and adrenal reactivity and glucocorticoid exposure. Most strikingly, males identified as neophobic during infancy died significantly earlier than males identified as neophilic during infancy. However, pathology at the end of life was similar between the two kinds of males (primarily pituitary and other tumors), indicating that the emotional–neuroendocrine profile was not associated with differential morbidity but, rather, with differential vulnerability to the same aging trajectory. Indeed, neophilic males were able to sustain a larger tumor burden before death than were neophobic males.

**General Discussion.** Male Sprague–Dawley rats differ in their emotional response to a novel environment, and this difference is detectable in infancy, as is true for behavioral inhibition (shyness) in children (7). Neophobic males responded fearfully to a new environment by moving and inspecting objects only a little, whereas neophilic males moved throughout the arena inspecting objects. Neophobic was associated with a greater glucocorticoid response to novel experiences, similar to the elevations found in behaviorally inhibited, shy, and fearful children (7, 9, 37). This finding provides strong support for using the natural variance found in Sprague–Dawley rats as a model of fear-associated temperamental differences in humans.

Such behavioral and glucocorticoid profiles have been found in other species with either similar or slightly different results. Overall, however, the results across species suggest that the neophobic/neophilic trait has been relatively well conserved over evolutionary time. The elevated glucocorticoid response in the neophobic rats is analogous to “high-responder” male rats identified by Piazza and colleagues (17, 38), to “low-resistance” male capuchin monkeys identified by Byrne and Suomi (1). In Piazza’s studies, high-glucocorticoid (high responder) males were the most active males tested. In contrast to Piazza’s studies, the high-glucocorticoid (neophobic) males in the present study were the least active males, indicating that neophobic individuals experienced greater fear in the face of novelty, because physical activity normally leads to a greater adrenal response (17, 28). This discrepancy probably reflects a difference in testing environments, with the current study using a complex arena and the studies of Piazza and colleagues using a simple arena without objects (38), providing less stimulation and fewer surfaces to explore. Thus, Piazza’s rat model is analogous to human sensate-seeking or hyperactivity in the face of environmental poverty (39), whereas we believe our model is analogous to behavioral inhibition, or fear, in an unfamiliar complex environment.

In rats, we pinpointed the component of adrenal activation associated with fearful behavior: increased rate and level of glucocorticoid secretion after encountering a mild stressor, rather than increased recovery rates or baseline levels. This finding supports prior research that fearfulness is linked with increased corticotropin-releasing hormone production (40, 41) and with the initial feed-forward response of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis, as opposed to the negative feedback system known to decline with age (20). Future research will be needed to determine whether basal levels are similar between males at nonadulthood times of the day when glucocorticoid variance among individuals is greater and therefore differences among individuals more easily detected. The higher glucocorticoid levels of neophobic males during recovery may predict elevated basal levels the following day (42), suggesting that these fearful males experience longer periods of elevated glucocorticoids than their less fearful brothers. In addition, rats routinely experience low-grade novelty in a laboratory colony, similar to the daily challenges accompanied by acute glucocorticoid elevations in humans (32, 43, 44). Given these regular novel experiences, neophobic individuals, with their greater, more frequent, or longer glucocorticoid responses, are likely exposed to more circulating glucocorticoids over the lifespan than neophilic individuals. Given this greater exposure, as the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis ages and glucocorticoid receptors are lost in the hippocampus and other regulatory brain areas (45), neophobic individuals may develop delayed glucocorticoid recovery more quickly, thus promoting premature aging.

This study demonstrates a link between an emotional–neuroendocrine trait and a shortened lifespan based on a brief (10-min) behavioral test during infancy. Neophobic individuals, identified during infancy, were 60% more likely to die at any point in time than neophilic individuals. Although differential longevity occurred, there was no evidence for differential disease processes between neophobic and neophilic males. Almost all males died with a tumor. The incidence of tumors was no different between these two kinds of males, but neophobic males were able to sustain a larger tumor burden in late life, whereas neophobic males died at an earlier stage of tumor progression.
The smaller tumor size in neophobic males may result from their elevated glucocorticoid levels (46), although this seemingly protective factor does not make them more resilient.

At present, we cannot identify the specific physiological mechanisms underlying this reduction in longevity for neophobic individuals. Several hypotheses can be proposed. The elevated glucocorticoid response may itself mediate the shortened lifespan of these individuals. Thus, susceptibility to tumor development (50) or inducing oxidative stress (47). Alternatively, the glucocorticoid profile may be associated with other physiological systems (e.g., sympathetic nervous system activation, amygdala, or dopaminergic activity) that may influence pituitary tumorigenesis (51) or, more generally, reduce the ability to handle a tumor load in neophobic individuals (e.g., increased heart rate, blood pressure, etc.). The animal model that we have developed provides an ideal system in which to conduct longitudinal and experimental studies to identify the neuroendocrine, molecular, and genetic mechanisms underlying early death in neophobic individuals.

It must be noted that differential corticosterone responses and lifespan variations were evident between brother pairs in this longitudinal study. Brothers in this study came from the same litter, which served by nurturing emotionally diverse litters to maximize offspring survival when future environmental and social conditions are variable and unpredictable.

The results of this study support the allostatic-load hypothesis in that long-term alterations in glucocorticoid levels can result in the accumulation of damage to various physiological systems, thereby accelerating aging (25, 26). We have found decreased longevity in individuals that naturally produce more glucocorticoids in response to novelty. It should be noted, however, that this end-of-life consequence of neophobia may not predict life-long decreased health or fitness in neophobic individuals but perhaps a negative consequence primarily at the very end of the lifespan. There may exist antagonistic pleiotropic effects (55) in this behavioral differentiation, such that the neophobic males may be more healthy or show more adaptive behavioral traits during their prime adult years (e.g., avoidance of potentially dangerous circumstances) but that this benefit is associated with a cost during the aging process.
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